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The phase-response curve (PRC), relating the phase shift
of the oscillator and externally given perturbation [1], is
one of the most important tools for characterizing the
biological oscillators, such as neurons, and studying
their synchronization in a network [2]. In experiments,
the PRC can be estimated by measuring the phase
changes with given stimuli, and several methods have
been proposed (reviewed in [3]). One of the problems in
such estimation is that the timescales of a PRC, natu-
rally inherited from neuronal dynamics, are around the
r a n g eo fi n t e r s p i k ei n t e r v a l s , while the external stimuli,
such as pulses or continuous noise, usually have strong
power in higher frequency ranges. This problem has
been addressed in many wayss u c ha ss i m p l ea v e r a g i n g
[4], randomly selecting low frequency Fourier modes
[2,3], assuming smooth priors [5], etc.
Here we propose a systematic and efficient approach
of estimating the PRC based on the recently developed
method in signal processing called Compressive Sensing
(CS) [6]. CS is a framework for estimation of sparsely
constructed signals from random observations, and
therefore suitable for discovering a small number of low
frequency Fourier modes composing the PRC from the
experimental measurements with a much wider fre-
quency spectrum.
Using simulated and experimental data, we show that
our CS-based method can produce a decent estimate of
the PRCs particularly when the number of spikes is so
s m a l lt h a ta v e r a g i n gc a n n o th e l p( F i g .1 A ,B ) .F u r t h e r -
more, since contribution of each mode is systematically
evaluated, one can also examine the tradeoffs between
the number of modes and goodness-of-fit (Fig. 1C), and
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Figure 1 A. PRCs reconstructed from simulated data of the Morris-Lecar model via WSTA [4] and our CS-based method. The number of spikes
was 400. In the CS case, the estimated PRCs composed of 200 (blue) and 3 (red) Fourier modes are shown. B. Predicted phase shifts vs
measured phase shifts in each method. The black line represents the perfect match. C. Number of modes vs goodness-of-fit (R
2) in the CS-based
method.
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the measurements.
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